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Abstract
The phase-II upgrade of the LHC is expected to begin in the year 2025. Due to the expected change in environment and extended operational lifetime attributed to

the HL-LHC project the ATLAS experiment will receive upgrades concurrently. These will enable the detector to fully capitalize on the HL-LHC by making
improvements to various sub-detectors while also allowing for the replacement of components that are nearing their end of life criteria. The hadronic TileCAL is
one such sub-detector which is receiving an upgrade to its Low-Voltage Power Supplies (LVPS) which provide power to the front-end electronics. A LVPS contains

an electronic component known as a brick which has undergone numerous design upgrades focused on improving the reliability of the component. The latest
iteration, V8.4.2, under development is expected to replace the aging V7.5.0 bricks currently installed on-detector. This upgrade is designed to be implemented

with an upgrade to the low-voltagte power distribution system topology.

Functional description
The basic topology of the brick is a transformer-
coupled buck converter. A brick receives bulk
+200VDC at low current and converts it using
switching techniques to +10VDC at moderate cur-
rents.

Figure 2.Top view of a V8.1.0 LVPS brick

Protection circuitry
Functions to initiate a trip of the brick if specific
operating parameters fall out of a nominal range
ensuring isolation of failures.

∗ Over Voltage Protection (OVP) trip param-
eters 11.5-12.0V

∗ Over Current Protection (OCP) trip pa-
rameters 10.24-10.75A

∗ Over Temperature Protection (OTP) trip
parameters 70◦C

Figure 5. A plot corresponding to brick OVP
testing.
In this test the output voltage of the LVPS brick
is steadily increased until the OVP circuit triggers
an immediate shut-down (trip) of the LVPS brick.
This test assesses whether the shut-down of the
brick occurs within the OVP trip parameters.
In the above plot a steady increase in voltage is
observed with a trip occurring at 11.8V. Therefore,
this specific LVPS brick has passed the test and
can proceed to the next test which is the OCP test.

Power distribution
The topology of the TileCAL low-voltage power dis-
tribution system, currently installed within ATLAS,
will be expanded from a 2-stage system to a 3-
stage system. The newly introduced stage consists
of Point-Of-Load (POL) regulators. These POL’s
convert the standard +10V to the voltage required
by the local circuits and are regularly available com-
mercial components. Due to this introduction all
LVPS bricks will have a standardized output of
+10VDC irrespective of the front-end component
that they power, greatly reducing production com-
plexity.

Figure 1. A block diagram of the TileCAL up-
graded 3-stage low-voltage power distribution
system.

Circuit overview
An LVPS brick consists of the following main com-
ponents:

∗ LT1681 controller chip A pulse width modu-
lator that provides the output clock to the
Field Effect Transisitor (FET) drivers.

∗ FET drivers Perform the switching on the pri-
mary side. When they receive a signal from
the controller chip they apply a voltage to the
FET’s.

∗ FET A FET is a switch that is controllable via
an applied voltage. Within a FET, a conduct-
ing channel between the source and drain ter-
minals is controlled by a voltage applied at
the gate terminal by a FET driver. When
a voltage is applied, current is allow to flow
from the source to the primary winding of the
transformer(drain).

∗ Buck converter Implemented on the secondary
side of the transformer and functions to fur-
ther step down the voltage to the 10V output
required.

∗ Opto-isolators Isolate the primary and sec-
ondary sides of the LVPS brick, allowing logic
signals to pass through while preventing the
flow of current.

∗ LC-stage Utilized to filter electronic noise.

∗ Shunt resistor Utilized to measure the output
current, the voltage of which is fed back via
an opto-isolator.

∗ OP-amps Provide voltage feedback for control-
ling the output voltage. This voltage feedback
allows the brick to maintain a mean output of
+10V by altering the trim voltage received
by the controller chip. This change will result
in the appropriate increase or decrease in the
output voltage.

Figure 4. A simplified block diagram of an LVPS
brick

Current Project Status
∗ Tri-state functionality introduced allowing for

individual brick startup/shutdown.

∗ Opto-isolators have been replaced with capac-
itative isolators. This as they cannot sur-
vive the neutron damage received during
normal operation.

∗ Ceramic capacitors initially incorporated in
new design due to Tantalum capacitors be-
coming activated during operation within
ATLAS. The ceramic capacitors have since
been reverted back to Tantalum due to
failures during testing.

∗ Ongoing thermal studies focusing on heat
dissipation via Al-Nitride/Al-Oxide posts.
The Al-Nitride posts implemented on the
legacy design have better thermal conduc-
tivity but are expensive. Whereas, the
new Al-Oxide posts have a small reduc-
tion in thermal conductivity but are more
cost effective.

∗ Ongoing thermal studies focusing on in-
creased heat generation of latest brick de-
sign.

∗ Ongoing radiation studies focusing on the fail-
ure of components due to neutron damage.
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